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the film industry's collective slant on the national issue has been the normal, hedonistic portrayal of
heroes. the heroes are usually seen as lotharios. their life seems to revolve around the pursuit of

pleasure. there is a comic element in all this. dutt, who is good-looking, is no exception. the makers
of jung have given him a new identity, as a protector of the weak. but his character is not as

stereotypical as those of characters he played in films like sahib biwi gulam and dhanwanthari. he is
no longer a homosexual villain. although he is witty, he is not as glib as in sahib biwi gulam. and he

has been given a new, more serious side. while the indian army in kashmir is fighting for its life
against mujahideen fighters, fighting for survival is its film maker. says j.p. dutta: 'i want to celebrate

the indian army. this film is about how it was captured by the militants. it is a tribute to the army.'
armed with the success of roja, several bollywood veterans are planning to make films about

national security. director j.bhasker's the siege is inspired by the armed forces, but like bollywood's
other seige movies, it will be laced with sex and violence. says j.bhasker: 'it's a bollywood-chalti hai
movie.' the '90s has been a good decade for the hindi film industry, but it has not been the same for

the industry's patriotic movies. when sanjay dutt's sadak flopped, industry experts were quick to
point out that the military-patriotic tone of the movie would not work. but sanjay dutt's tare pahan
has been a hit. says mahesh bhatt: 'tare pahan has revived the patriotism and heroism in our films.
it's like an injection of oxygen. there is a renewed sense of patriotism in our films. from now on, we

will think about national security in our movies.'
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the producers have extended an invitation to the
indian army to film its operations in sri lanka. and
geetha nair, whose ek duje ke liye struck a chord

among indians as it depicted the plight of the
homeless in bombay, is working on a movie set in
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tamil nadu. this 28-year-old may not be considered
a sex symbol at present, but she is a winner. "my
fans tell me i look very young," says sangeetha,

whose star is still on the rise. although she has been
doing films since 1995, it is only now that people are

discovering her. "i went to court," she says, "if
people had said i should wait, i would not have been
here. if people hadn't supported me, i would not be
here. so i thank everyone." sangeetha is set to play
a key role in the new movie chhakka bhai, the story
of a gangster who poses as a muslim. she will play a

leading lady to his beaming muslim face, but the
movie will get a severe shock as sangeetha breaks

away from her sikh family and joins the militant
party (the militants wear saffron kurtas, she says).
free movie streaming sites are popular for those
who want to watch free movies on the internet

without having to download anything. however, this
can actually be a security risk, as several of them

have been hacked and their users have found
personal information on their computers. many

people have had problems getting their money back
when they realize that the movie they downloaded

was a fraud. many streaming services insist that you
watch your movies before paying them any money,

which of course helps them track your habits to
improve their service. even if you pay for a service,

your passwords and other details might also be
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available to others. in the end, you are either
viewing the streaming service's content for free, or

are doing a lot of work to avoid being scammed.
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